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Abstract: Over the past several years, uses of networks-based services and users of the Internet have gain tremendous growth to 
exchange information without any distance barrier. However, such network is most popular for fast and easy process to exchange 
information over the long distance but the safety and security of long-distance communication remains an issue in the case of 
confidential data. Day by day with the growth of computer networks, number of attacks has comes in new form to impacting 
availability, confidentiality, and integrity of critical data that poses a serious problem for their detection and exploits safety 
vulnerabilities. On the other hand human labeling of the available network audit data instances is usually tedious, time consuming and 
expensive. Therefore it is essential for a system administrator that he/she use one or more security tools to protect information from 
passing before curious eyes or, more importantly, from falling into wrong hands. In this paper, we present a current investigation of the 
network security system, which may help to the researchers to better understand the pitfalls of accessible security systems and to build a 
more secure data security mechanism. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Nowadays, Individuals and organizations hardly accomplish 
their daily tasks without relying on the conveniences 
provided by computer networks and Internet technologies. 
Therefore, attackers could have exploited the weaknesses of 
such technologies to take advantage of the information 
gained from the individuals as well as organizations. With 
the deployment of more sophisticated security tools, in order 
to protect the data and services, the attackers often come up 
with newer and more advanced methods to defeat the 
installed security systems [1],[2]. During recent years, 
number of attacks has dramatically increased. Therefore, it is 
very important to prevent the system from such types of 
attacks. The hindrance of such attacks is entirely dependent 
on their detection that is a key part of any security tool such 
as Intrusion Detection System (IDS), Intrusion Prevention 
System (IPS), Adaptive Security Alliance (ASA), 
checkpoints and firewalls.  
 
An attack is defined as any set of actions that compromise the 
integrity, confidentiality or availability of a resource [3], [4]. 
Mostly attacks are the violation of information security 
policy. A security system like Intrusion Detection System 
(IDS) inspects all inbound and outbound network activity and 
identifies suspicious patterns that may indicate a network or 
system attack from someone attempting to break into or 
compromise a system. The first system that was implemented 
to provide the security against different categories of attacks 
was host (System) based that located in servers to examine 
the internal interfaces [5]-[7]. After that with the 
advancement of the computer networks the focus gradually 
shifted toward network-based. Network attack prevention 
system performs packet logging, real-time traffic analysis of 
IP network, and tries to discover if an attacker is attempting 
to break into the system [8]-[10]. The system gathers and 
analyzes information from various areas within a computer or 

a network to identify possible security breaches, which 
include both intrusions and misuse. Today, prevention from 
different types of attack categories is one of the high priority 
and challenging tasks for network administrators and security 
professionals. 
 
However a number of approaches have proposed by several 
of researchers to reduce the pitfalls of existing security 
system but most of them have many limitations like time 
consuming statistical analysis, requiring regular updating, 
non-adaptive, low accuracy, inflexibility and are tuned 
specifically to detect known major service level network 
attacks. The techniques that use to detect and to prevent the 
system from attacks are identified as the attack detection 
systems or security techniques. However, the difference 
between prevention and detection is slowly diminishing as 
the existing detection systems increasingly focus on real-time 
attack detection and blocking an attack before it reaches the 
target. Such systems are better known as the Prevention 
Systems. Typically two types of errors are important to know 
in attack detection: 
 
• False positives: This type of errors comes when a normal 

type action detected as an attack types. In general false 
alarms are known as false positive. 

• False negatives: it represents a situation in which an attack 
is not detected by security system and behaves like a 
normal activity. 

 
2. Attack Detection Systems and Conventional 
Security Labels 
 
Typically attacks are actions aimed to compromise the 
confidentiality, integrity, and/or availability of a computer or 
computer network. Detection of an attack is the process of 
monitoring and analyzing the events occurring in a computer 
system in order to detect signs of security problems. The 
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several dissimilar systems provide unique functions and 
mechanisms for attack detection with the aim to detect, filter, 
or prevent system from attack to provide data security and 
ensure continuity of services provided by a network. 
Traditional methods for attack detection are based on 
extensive knowledge of signatures of known attacks. With 
the rapid advancement in the network technologies including 
higher bandwidths and ease of connectivity of wireless and 
mobile devices, the focus of detection system has shifted 
from simple signature matching approaches to detecting 
attacks based on analyzing contextual information which may 
be specific to individual networks and applications. Broadly 
detection system can be categories in two categories: (i) 
Host-based (ii) Network-based detection system [11]. 
 
2.1 Host-based Attack Detection System 
 
Host-based attacks target a machine and try to gain access to 
privileged services or resources on that machine. Host-based 
detection usually uses routines that obtain system call data 
from an audit process, which tracks all system calls made on 
behalf of each user. 
 
2.2 Network-based Attack Detection System 
 
Network-based attacks make it difficult for legitimate users 
to access various network services by deliberately occupying 
or sabotaging network resources and services. This can be 
done by sending large amounts of network traffic, exploiting 
well-known faults in networking services, and overloading 
network hosts. 
According to the detection principle, the attack detection 
technology may divide into Misuse / Signature-based 
Detection and Anomaly Detection [12], [13]. 
 
2.3 Misuse / Anomaly Attack Detection System 
 
Misuse / Signature-based Detection technique looks for 
patterns and signatures of already known attacks in the 
network traffic. A constantly updated database is usually 
used to store the signatures of known attacks. The way this 
technique deals with intrusion detection resembles the way 
that anti-virus software operates. Misuse detection catches 
intrusions in terms of the characteristics of known attacks or 
system vulnerabilities; any action that conforms to the pattern 
of a known attack or vulnerability is considered. 
 
2.4 Active / Passive Attack Detection System 
 
Active attacks configured automatically, block suspected 
attacks without any intervention required by an operator. It 
has the advantage of providing real-time corrective action in 
response to an attack. Passive system only alerts the operator 
against attacks and potential vulnerabilities. The operator of 
the system takes responsive action on the base of 
information. This type of attack detection system is not 
capable of performing any protective or corrective functions 
on its own. The major advantages of these type of systems 
are that the systems can be easily and rapidly deployed and 
are not normally susceptible to attack themselves. Usually the 
security approaches can be label into the following areas. 
• Attack Deterrence – it refer to influence an assailant not 

to initiate an attack by increasing the perceived risk of 
negative consequences for the attacker. However, It cover 
a burly permissible system to help attack anticipation but 
requires strong evidence against the attacker in case an 
attack was launched.  

• Attack Prevention – As like the name it aims to prevent 
the system from attacks by blocking. To block an attack it 
is must for a system that system has a complete knowledge 
of all possible attacks in advance, which is always not 
possible because of frequently generation of new types of 
attacks. Firewall is a best example of attack prevention 
system. 

• Attack Avoidance – it aims to make the source not viable 
by an attacker even though the attacker is able to illegally 
access that resource. An example of security mechanism 
for attack avoidance is the use of cryptography. Encrypting 
data renders the data useless to the attacker, thus, avoiding 
possible threat. 

• Attack Detection – same as its name it refer to sense an 
attack while the attack is still in growth or to detect an 
attack which has already occurred in the past. Detecting an 
attack is important for two causes; first the system must 
recover from the damage caused by the attack and second, 
it allows the system to take measures to prevent similar 
attacks in future. Research in this area focuses on building 
intrusion detection systems. 

• Attack Reaction and Recovery – Once an attack is 
detected, the system must react to an attack and perform 
the recovery mechanisms as defined in the security policy. 

 
3. C hallenges and R equir ements for  F ine 
A ttack Detection System 
 
The attack detection system is most important tools to 
provide security for computer and networks. The different 
approaches is proposed and implemented to accomplish the 
desirable elements of a detection system but they all require 
the exacting and suitable recognition of the attack.  
 
A single attack can cause a heavy loss in a computer network 
or the consistency of network became insecure. To reduce the 
effect of attacks in the system or network it is good to detects 
at an early stage as it entered. For building a high-quality 
detection system the major challenges and requirements are: 
• The system must be able to detect attacks reliably without 

giving false alarms. It is very important that the false alarm 
rate is low as in a live network with large amount of traffic, 
the number of false alarms may exceed the total number of 
attacks detected correctly thereby decreasing the 
confidence in the attack detection capability of the system. 
Ideally, the system must detect all attacks with no false 
alarms. The challenge is to build a system which has broad 
attack detection coverage, i.e. it can detect a wide variety 
of attacks and at the same time which results in very few 
false alarms.  

• The system must be able to handle large amount of data 
without affecting performance and without dropping data, 
i.e. the rate at which the audit patterns are processed and 
decision is made must be greater than or equal to the rate 
of arrival of new audit patterns. Hence the speed of 
operation is critical for systems deployed in high speed 
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networks. In addition, the system must be capable of 
operating in real-time by initiating a response mechanism 
once an attack is detected. The challenge is to prevent an 
attack rather than simply detecting it.  

• A system which can link an alert generated by the intrusion 
detector to the actual security incident is desirable. Such a 
system would help in quick analysis of the attack and may 
also provide effective response to intrusion as opposed to a 
system which offers no after attack analysis. Hence, it is 
not only necessary to detect an attack, but it is also 
important to identify the type of attack.  

• It is desirable to develop a system which is resistant to 
attacks since, a system that can be exploited during an 
attack may not be able to detect attacks reliably.  

• Every network and application is different. The challenge 
is to build a system which is scalable and which can be 
easily customized as per the specific requirements of the 
environment where it is deployed.  

 
4. R elated W or k  
 
Since the born of first attack detection technique, several of 
approaches have been proposed by the researchers to provide 
more security to the single host and/or to network system. In 
current scenario, several of attack detection technologies are 
exist but each type of techniques has it owns advantages and 
disadvantage in detection, configuration, and cost. On the 
other hand day by day attacks are comes in new flavor that 
pose a challenging state to the accessible system to detect the 
intrusive activity on a network or a device. 
 
The concept of attack detection was firstly introduce [14] in 
1980, the author launch a risk arrangement model that build 
up a security observing surveillance system based on 
detecting anomalies in user behavior. The lead was then 
taken by [15] at the SRI International and the first model of 
detection has been introduces [16]. The system was rule 
based for monitoring traffic on network and achieve high 
precision rate. The rule based methods extract features from 
various audit streams, and detect attacks by comparing the 
feature values to a set of attack signatures provided by human 
experts. The signature database has to be manually revised 
for each new type of attack that is discovered. If the network 
is small and signatures are kept up to date, the human analyst 
solution to intrusion detection works well. But when 
organizations have a large, complex network the human 
analysts quickly become overwhelmed by the number of 
alarms they need to review. Therefore, the process of 
encoding rules is expensive and slow. 
 
However, numerous approaches have been proposed to 
overcome the limitations of the rule-based systems [17],[18]. 
These techniques have been used to mine normal patterns 
from audit data and concentrate on analyzing the properties 
of the audit patterns rather than identifying the process which 
generated them [19]. Different approaches like classification, 
clustering, association rule, and outlier detection are 
frequently used to analyze network data to gain attacks 
related knowledge. The Audit Data Analysis and Mining 
(ADAM) [19] used tcpdump to build profiles of rules for 
classifications. In [20], k-means clustering algorithm applied 

for detection. The clustering technique has limitation that it 
cannot be easily used with symbol features, the observation 
must be numeric. It considers the features independently and 
unable to capture the relationship between different features 
of a single record, which degrades attack detection accuracy. 
 
A concurrent attack detection system proposed in [21] for 
large-scale of attacks by using fuzzy association rules. The 
technique selected the 16 attributes from release network 
environment and passes each packet through the selected 
attributes. Then, each record will be sent to another computer 
in order to update new rule. However this technique does not 
show the detection rate and is able to detect only DoS attack. 
In same context one another neural network based approach 
has been proposed in [22], proposed approach in this paper 
introduces real-time network attack detection; they collected 
the network traffic by using an open source attack detection 
system (Bro IDS). This technique is able to detect unknown 
attack in real time. However, it can classify only 2 classes 
attack and normal. 
 
In [23],[24] authors use neural network for NIDS. Like some 
of other algorithms neural network show efficient 
performance with noisy data but for training it required huge 
amount of data that often is not easy to select the best 
possible architecture for the neural network. In [25], 
approach includes neural networks and fuzzy logic with 
network profiling that uses simple data mining techniques to 
process the network data. The model ―Intelligent Attack 
Detection System‖ combines anomaly, misuse and host based 
detection. Simple Fuzzy rules allow constructing if-then rules 
that reflect common ways of describing security attacks. 
 
Another approach shows that Naïve bayes classifier has an 
advantage over neural network classifier in terms of detection 
rates and false positives [26]. The two phases feature 
selection method discussed in [27]. The algorithm at first 
stage eliminates the worthless information from the original 
high dimensional database and at the next step design a 
method to solve the problems of uncertainty caused by 
limited and ambiguous information. In [28],[29] use data 
mining technique association rules together with fuzzy logic 
use to proposes a model for detection systems, anomaly 
detection based on fuzzy association rules which use genetic 
programming. The data mining and network behavior 
analysis approaches for network intrusion detection discuss 
in [30], recommended that a combination of both approaches 
has the potential to detect intrusions in networks more 
effectively. A Length-Decreasing Support to detect attacks 
based on data mining proposed in [31], which is an improved 
Apriori algorithm. In [32], Author presents a novel approach 
for learning from imbalanced data sets, based on a 
combination of the SMOTE algorithm and the boosting 
procedure. Unlike standard boosting where all misclassified 
examples are given equal weights, SMOTEBoost creates 
synthetic examples from the rare or minority class, thus 
indirectly changing the updating weights and compensating 
for skewed distributions. 
 
In same way two new approaches has been proposed by [33] 
for anomalous network packet detection based on the data 
stream mining paradigm. In first way the author modified 
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DenStream algorithm for stream clustering specifically 
tailored to evaluate network traffic. In this algorithm, 
individual packets are treated as points and are flagged as 
normal or abnormal based on their belonging to either normal 
or outlier clusters. The second algorithm utilizes a histogram 
to create a model of the evolving network traffic to which 
incoming traffic can be compared using Pearson correlation. 
This approach achieve reasonably high detection rates with 
moderately low false positive percentages for different types 
of attacks but required more parameters than the clustering-
based algorithm. A hybrid system proposed in [34], which 
combine the anomaly and misuse detection. 
 
To improve the detection rate of attacks a novel attack 
detection model has been proposed [35]. The proposed 
model performs well for all the classes of attack. In this 
framework authors use four tiers architecture to enhance the 
adaptability of the cyber attack detection. The data collection 
and preprocessing of the proposed model is included in first 
tier of proposed model. The Second tier is meant for the 
feature extraction technique, third tier is dedicated to 
classification of cyber attacks and fourth tier is dedicated to 
user interface for reporting the events. The Second tier is 
meant for the feature extraction technique, third tier is 
dedicated to classification of cyber attacks and fourth tier is 
dedicated to user interface for reporting the events. 
 
Several of researchers proposed layered approaches 
[2].[36],[37] for improving the quality of detection system. In 
[2], [36] authors addressed the dual problem of accuracy and 
efficiency for building robust and efficient detection systems. 
They used CRFs for improving the attack detection rate and 
decreasing the FAR. Having a low FAR is very important for 
any intrusion detection system. Further, feature selection and 
implement the layered approach significantly to reduce the 
time required to train and test the model. The proposed 
system achieved high gain in attack detection accuracy, 
particularly, for the U2R attacks (34.8 percent improvement) 
and the R2L attacks (34.5 percent improvement). A 
combinational model is designed in [37] for attack detection 
mechanism. The meta-modeling applied in this for gaining 
better classification performance than any individual 
classifier. To test the results used NSL-KDD datasets; and 
also applied PCA for feature reduction that results in a 
significant improvement on learning algorithms. 
 
A novel framework [38], [39] proposed to satisfy the core 
purpose of attack detection system, and allows detecting the 
attacks as quickly as possible with available data using 
mobile agents. This framework was mainly designed to 
provide security for the network using mobile agent 
mechanisms to add mobility features to monitor the user 
processes from different computational systems. The 
experimental results have shown that the system can detect 
anomalous user activity effectively.  
 
In [40], intelligent detection and prevention system proposed 
to monitors a single host system from three different coating. 
A multifaceted approach files analyzer, system resource and 
connection layers used in which each layer connects both 
aspects of existing approach, signature and anomaly 
approaches, to achieve a better detection and prevention 

capabilities. The First layer, File-analyzer direct monitoring 
the files and folders on a host server that could be of interest 
to any attacker and this is determined to a large extent by the 
administrator. The administrator decides on the important 
files or directories to monitor so that the detection system 
does not monitor all the files and folders on the machine as 
this would cause a large overhead on the system resources. 
 
The Second layer in system is designed to periodically scan 
through the system log for latest entries and compare with the 
threshold value that must have been defined by the user. This 
enables the system resources layer to detect attacks on system 
resources. The next connection layer monitors all of 
connections made to a host machine. The design of attack 
detection system consist of three basic components; the 
iExecutive which is an agent that runs in the background, 
iBaseline which is a database that stores the signatures of 
intrusions and the iManager which is a user Interface that 
serves as an intermediary between the detection system and 
the user. The standalone techniques face several of problems 
in detecting the unforeseen attacks because of different 
techniques often expose different pros and cons;. Therefore, 
the use of multiple classifier systems (also called communal 
systems) to avoids the risk of mistake in choosing a poor or 
inappropriate classifier as the target attack detection model. 
Multi classifier approaches have brought many remarkable 
contributions to the detection domain. There are many types 
of ensemble proposed in the machine learning literature.  
 
Two classifier algorithm selection models [41] proposed, 
after evaluating the performance of a comprehensive set of 
classifier algorithms using KDD99 dataset. The multiple 
classifier system based approach [42] proposed to handle 
unlabeled network anomaly attacks detection. The various 
modules use by proposed model in which each module 
specifically designed to model a particular group of similar 
protocols or network services. The DT and SVM combine in 
[43] to propose a novel hybrid attack detection system, in 
which for generating leaf node information training set is 
passed through the DT classifier and after that SVM 
classifier trained to provide effective output from the model. 
A fresh method has been proposed in [44], to secure the 
system against the novel cyber attacks. The approach 
performs well to detect the attacks of almost all of attack 
categories. The proposed system use the concepts of layering 
in which at first level the system collect the data and have 
done the d preprocessing work. After that at second level 
smallest feature set has select for each type of attacks 
detection. The classification work has done at the third layer 
of the proposed system and the forth or last layer of the 
proposed system was dedicated to user interface for reporting 
the events. In same context another authors has proposed a 
innovative learning algorithm [45], the proposed approach 
use decision tree to prevent the system from anomaly attacks. 
A improved Support Vector Machine (iSVM) has been 
proposed in [46]. The proposed method improved the 
performance of the classical SVM and increases the attack 
detection power especially for Denial of Service (DOS) 
classes and comparable to false alarm rate. To increases the 
detection ration proposed approach modify Gaussian kernel 
to enlarge the spatial resolution around the margin by a 
conformal mapping. It is based on the Riemannian 
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geometrical structure induced by the kernel function. To 
improve the attack detection the approach present in [47] has 
combine the clustering and naïve based approach, in which 
approach firstly applied the dimension reduction technique 
and after that on reduced data set fuzzification of feature 
values is done to get simpler range. The approach performs 
well in terms of detecting attacks faster and with reasonable 
reduction in false alarm rate.  
 
Adaboost algorithm for network attack detection system with 
combination of multiple weak classifiers is proposed in [48]. 
The classifiers such as Bayes Net, Naive Bayes and Decision 
Tree have been used as weak classifiers. A benchmark 
dataset is used in these experiments to demonstrate that 
boosting algorithm can greatly improve the classification 
accuracy of weak classification algorithms. The approach 
achieves higher detection rate with low false alarm rates and 
is scalable for large datasets, resulting in an effective 
detection system. In same context a new detection approach, 
especially for network attack detection, based on improved 
genetic algorithm (GA) and multi-ANN classifiers has 
proposed in [49]. The improved GA used energy entropy to 
select individuals, optimize the training procedure of the 
BPNN, RBF, PNN and Fuzzy-NN. Then, the satisfactory 
ANN models with proper structure parameters were attained. 
In addition, to alleviate the complexity of the input vector, 
the principal component analysis (PCA) has been employed 
to eliminate redundant features of the original disturbance 
data. The efficiency of the proposed method was evaluated 
with the practical data, and the experiment results show that 
the proposed approach offers a good detection rate, and 
performs better than the standard GA-ANN method.  
 
5. Pr oblems in C ur r ent A ttack Detection 
A ppr oaches  
 
Traditional methods for network attack detection are based 
on extensive knowledge of signatures of known attacks. 
Monitored events are matched against the signatures to detect 
attacks. These methods extract features from various audit 
streams, and detect attack by comparing the feature values to 
a set of attack signatures provided by human experts. The 
signature database has to be manually revised for each new 
type of attacks that is discovered. If the network is small and 
signatures are kept up to date, the human analyst solution to 
attack detection works well. But when organizations have a 
large, complex network the human analysts quickly become 
overwhelmed by the number of alarms they need to review. 
 The traditional model of detection has established inefficient 
and the cost of research is so much. Additionally, with more 
and more data becoming available in digital format and more 
applications being developed to access data, the data and 
applications are also a victim of attackers who exploit these 
applications to gain access to data. With the deployment of 
more sophisticated security tools, in order to protect the data 
and services, the attackers often come up with newer and 
more advanced methods to defeat the installed security 
systems. A significant limitation of existing intrusion 
detection methods is that they cannot detect emerging cyber 
threats, since by their very nature these threats are launched 
using previously unknown attacks. In addition, even if a new 

attack is discovered and its signature developed, often there 
is a substantial latency in deployment across networks. These 
limitations represent the problem with the currently existing 
attack detection system, and have led to an increasing interest 
in attack detection techniques. 
 
6. C onclusion 
 
This paper presents the some basics of network attack 
detection system with the details of security labels. 
Furthermore, the challenges and requirements for fine attack 
detection system with the problems in current attack 
detection approaches are also discussed, which may help to 
the researchers to better understand the network attack 
detection system. The presented shortcoming of current 
security approaches may help to the researchers in building a 
more secure network security system. 
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